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Abstract
This rather unorthodox essay is a dialogue between an anthropologist and an epidemiologist,
both of whom were involved with a large-scale collaborative ethnographic project exploring
medical field studies, or ‘trial communities’, in western Kenya. Reflecting on their
involvement with this project, the authors consider the pragmatics of what ‘collaboration’
represents in different disciplines and how it is enacted. The dialogue, which included a
follow-up interview after the research was completed, highlights the expectations and
tensions in such collaborative projects and offers the epidemiologist an opportunity to
highlight the ideas, methods, and possibilities that he perceived as being ‘lost in translation’
between sociocultural anthropology and experimental medicine. We raise critical issues
regarding the disjuncture between epidemiological and anthropological practices in research
design, methods, epistemology, and collaboration, with the hopes of provoking more
discussions regarding best practices in collaborative research projects.
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Introduction
Today, interdisciplinary collaborative research is treated as a self-evident good (Callard and
Fitzgerald 2015). The current research landscape encourages, if not demands,
interdisciplinary collaborative research ventures, especially in public and global health. In
Canada, the national health funding agency, the Canadian Institutes of Health Research,
encourages collaborative research with industry and with Aboriginal communities, and the
formation of interdisciplinary international study teams, as do many other large funding
agencies and research organizations including the International Development Research
Council, the National Institutes of Health, the Wellcome Trust, and the Gates Foundation.
Yet, such collaborations can be epistemologically challenging, especially when they involve
medical researchers and anthropologists, or those trained traditionally in a positivist or
scientific paradigm and those trained in postpositivist or humanistic paradigms (Callard and
Fitzgerald 2015; Mauthner and Doucet 2008). As Callard and Fitzgerald (2015, 15) have
recently asked of the injunction to be collaborative: ‘What is this space? What forms of
practice and ethics does it call us towards? What holds it together?’
Within anthropology, there have been many different approaches to collaboration and a
range of interpretations of what exactly collaboration means for ethnographic practice. It has
played a critical role in how anthropologists conduct research since the discipline emerged.
For instance, Luke Lassiter (2008) traces collaborative practices in anthropology to Lewis
Henry Morgan’s work with Seneca Native American Ely Parker in the 1840s, and others
point to the work of Franz Boas and George Hunt on the Northwest Coast as collaborative.
For anthropologists like Joanne Rappaport (2008, 1), collaborative anthropology is ‘morally
and ethically necessary’ and contributes to an anthropological commitment of engagement
and activism. Many social scientists turn to collaborative research as a means to ‘level the
playing field’ with interlocutors who might not share the same privileges or power and as a
means to develop local research capacity in communities that have historically not had a
voice or role in academic research (for instance, see Elliott et al. 2015; Prentice et al. 2013).
Anthropologists George Marcus and Douglas Holmes (2008, 82) argue that we understand
collaborative research as part of a ‘refunctioning of ethnography’ that demands a ‘deferral to
subjects’ modes of knowing’, especially in collaborative research with ‘epistemic
communities’ like the trial communities that we discuss here. They suggest that in epistemic
communities we find scientists and health professionals with an ethnographic curiosity, who
are willing to engage in critical debates about science, medicine, and technology (also see
Rabinow and Stavrianakis 2013).
As Johannes Fabian (1990) reminds us, anthropologists’ subjects’ ‘modes of knowing’ have
always shaped the discipline of anthropology. Ethnographic knowledge emerges from
dialogues, debates, and disagreements among ethnographers and participants, not only from
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our field observations. Our conversations with our research participants are critical to
ethnographic knowing and fieldwork is therefore inherently a coproductive process, but that
doesn’t always mean collaborative, or cooperative. Anthropologists may be intellectually
sensitive and attuned to our interlocutors in a way other researchers are not, but practices of
collaborative research require a different level of engagement in research design, methods,
the sharing of conceptual frameworks, analysis, and writing.
Collaborations between medical anthropologists and epidemiologists have been a focus of
discussion and debate for decades.1 In 1957, Andrew Fleck Jr and Francis Ianni (1957, 38)
optimistically stated, ‘one of the most promising partnerships in scientific history is a
growing liaison between social science and medicine’; yet almost sixty years later we (Tim
and Denielle) felt that collaborative relationships between ethnography and epidemiology
had not fulfilled that promise. For Michael Agar (1994), merging anthropology and
epidemiology into ‘epnography’, as he lightheartedly terms it, offers a productive possibility
to transform both fields: ‘a conceptual shift’ allowing epidemiology to consider social and
environmental context. However, whether collaborative partnerships are mutually
constructive for both the anthropologists and epidemiologists remains a subject of debate.
Dominique Béhague and colleagues (2008) write that often public health and medical
researchers turn to anthropology for a simplified, superficial ‘tool box’ that is free from
theory (in essence, for qualitative methods). Indeed, Gilles Bibeau (1997, 247) has suggested
that some anthropologists seem to survive working within public health by ‘alienating’
themselves from the theories and methods of their own discipline. Almost twenty years later,
it is fair to say that many anthropologists have taken up Bibeau’s (ibid.) call to adopt ‘radical
positions, to end sterile partnerships’, producing many critical and important studies within
and about experimental medicine and global health (for instance, see Nguyen 2010).
What do epidemiologists hope to gain from collaborations with anthropologists or other
social scientists? Even today, some epidemiologists understand anthropology as a tool for
getting at ‘community knowledge’ or ‘local knowledge’, while anthropologists who study
epistemic communities (like medical research or AIDS interventions) may instead see
ethnography as useful for the unexpected knowledge it produces about expertise,
epistemology, and relations of power. As highlighted in the conversation that unfolds here,
this epistemological difference can result in failed collaborative research if it is not addressed
and resolved. As Holmes and Marcus (2008, 82) remind social researchers, interdisciplinary
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collaborations need to start with ‘conceptual work’ – that is, defining or redefining what it is
we do, explaining the questions we want to ask, and clarifying how we imagine such
investigations unfolding. This includes, they write, revising ‘preconceived research frames to
their core’ (Holmes and Marcus 2008, 83).
Building on these debates and critiques, we interrogate collaborative practices and
conceptual interdisciplinarity, and raise questions regarding the ethics, politics, and
practicalities of collaboratively studying experimental medicine and public health.2 This essay
emerges from a series of conversations between the authors: Denielle, who is an
anthropologist, and Tim, who is an epidemiologist. Taking place over an eight-year period,
these discussions were both formal – audiorecorded, semi-structured interviews – and
informal. They form the basis of our inquiry into the deeper complexities of collaborative
research and the epistemological tensions between sociocultural anthropology and
epidemiology.
In essence, this essay captures an on-going debate about the expectations and tensions in
such collaborative projects, and it offers us an opportunity to highlight the ideas, methods,
and possibilities that we perceive as being ‘lost in translation’ between sociocultural
anthropology and experimental medicine. We are especially interested in the disjuncture
between epidemiological and social scientific practices in methods, epistemology, and
collaboration. To this end, Tim speaks about his disillusionment with the overall experience
of working with anthropologists, and Denielle responds with her own reflections on Tim’s
observations and the dilemmas they raise. Although these conversations are largely about
anthropology and epidemiology, we hope they speak to the tensions that pervade
interdisciplinary and collaborative research partnerships more generally.

An ethnography of clinical trials in East Africa
We met in 2007 in Kenya when Tim was the director of HIV Research for a large Americanrun clinical research centre in Kenya and a coinvestigator on a collaborative ethnographic
project exploring medical field studies, or ‘trial communities’, in western Kenya (led by a
UK-based anthropologist). Denielle was hired to work on this project as a postdoctoral
fellow,3 and although Denielle left the project within the first year, Tim and Denielle have
2
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This essay is not meant in any way as a critique of the trial communities project but we both felt that
there were important lessons to be learned from our experiences that were not being discussed.
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maintained a close friendship. This conversation was not spurred by a scholarly interest in
theorizing collaborations between epidemiology and anthropology, but by both of us feeling
rather misunderstood by the other. It became clear that we had different expectations of the
collaboration and incongruous assumptions about the other’s discipline. Like most good
friends, we banter back and forth; poke fun at each other and what we do; offer sarcastic,
sometimes biting commentary while we laugh; and continue to imagine collaborative,
interdisciplinary projects – even if not with each other.
Though Denielle left the ethnographic project early, she continued to work in Kenya and on
a similar project, a large, multisited, transnational clinical trial on pre-exposure prophylaxis
(PrEP) antiretroviral therapy for couples among whom only one partner is HIV positive
(‘discordant couples’) (see also, this issue, Ukpong and Peterson on collaborations within the
context of PrEP). She continued to have conversations in the field with epidemiologists
working on clinical trials and AIDS interventions, and felt that Tim’s critiques of
anthropology, social theory, and the ‘trial communities’ project helped clarify some of the
frictions resulting from critically minded social scientists (and health researchers) working
within experimental medicine and public health.
The context for the interest in this collaboration is important. In the early 2000s, when Tim
started conversations about ethnographic collaboration, HIV was a highly stigmatizing
infection in western Kenya. (It still is, but perhaps to a lesser extent.) Antiretroviral drugs
were just becoming more available to more people at lower cost and HIV testing was being
promoted widely, yet people would travel to other towns for testing and treatment for fear
of being recognized. Research teams consisting of Kenyans from the same region who were
conducting a study of the prevalence of HIV in a rural area were chased away with threats of
violence; this occurred despite considerable efforts at community consultation, engagement,
and employment.
In this volatile context, Tim and his organization proposed to conduct one of the first
clinical trials in this region. The study was to evaluate the use of approved antiretroviral
drugs to prevent the transmission of HIV from mothers to their children during late
pregnancy and early breastfeeding. This entailed recruiting pregnant women who would
agree to HIV testing, and then, among those who tested positive, agree to participate in a
study that required a considerable commitment from them for over two years (see Thomas
et al. 2011). There were many concerns about the community’s acceptance of the study,
despite it having been approved by a local scientific committee and the national institutional
review board, and whether we would be able to recruit the five hundred women needed for
the study. A community advisory board was established and focus group discussions were
held with women representing the participating population. Almost all of the staff hired for
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the study were from the region and spoke the local language. When the idea of collaborating
with an anthropologist was proposed Tim thought this would help him, and perhaps the
other local and non-Kenyan researchers, have a better understanding of the communities
from which the participants came and thereby help in the design and conduct of future
research studies or even guide modifications to the proposed pregnancy study.
The ‘trial communities’ ethnography project where we met was a very large, well-funded
collaborative study of a medical research centre in western Kenya involving multiple partners
from the United Kingdom, Kenya, and the United States. It featured a team of anthropology
graduate students and research assistants, including Denielle as postdoctoral fellow, who
were embedded within the medical research branch that Tim directed. The team observed
the everyday practice of a wide range of activities, from management meetings to participant
recruitment in rural field settings. The ethnographic research staff interviewed everyone in
the project, from the drivers to the country director. This was essentially a collaborative
ethnography of a collaborative medical research site, and, as such, entailed a rather
complicated bureaucratic arrangement with many collaborators and coinvestigators who
often had very different expectations regarding the research and their role within it.
At the centre of this conversation is a question about the pragmatics of what ‘collaboration’
represents in different disciplines and settings, and how it is enacted in funding proposals,
data collection and analysis, and dissemination practices. In what follows we want to
highlight two core issues that underlie our ongoing conversation. The first is the idea of
collaborative research and what that entails, or, more specifically, what it does not entail.
Disciplines such as anthropology and epidemiology have different expectations of
collaborative partners. How we collaborate may be shaped by individual approaches to a
particular conception of research and the different ways that scholarly workers see their
work as being overtly political or apolitical. Second, as indicated in our title, is the issue of
language and ‘conceptual interdisciplinarity’ (Béhague, Gonçavles, and Victoria 2008, 1706).
Many concepts and keywords are disciplinary in nature, creating barriers in inter- or
transdisciplinary dialogues. Over the years, Tim has frequently critiqued the use of academic
jargon by anthropologists, which he finds often makes our writing unintelligible. We write
this essay as a point of provocation, hoping it will force more discussions and debates about
the ways in which anthropologists and epidemiologists successfully (or unsuccessfully) work
together.

‘Do anthropologists collaborate?’
Denielle approached Tim with the idea to cowrite a paper that spoke to anthropology and
epidemiology collaborations after seeing a call for papers for a conference session in 2015
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(organized by Eileen Moyer and Eva Vernooij for the European Association of Social
Anthropology’s Medical Anthropology conference) to which he replied, ‘Do anthropologists
collaborate?’ Though Tim’s experience with anthropologists was somewhat limited, this
seemed like a good opportunity to try to come to some understanding of the intentions of
and tensions between the two disciplines. His experience with putting the clinical trial
together entailed multiple people discussing everything from ethics, design, recruitment, drug
purchasing, participant reimbursement, data collection, analysis, publications, and more, all
of which involved members of the study team, both local and in the United States. It was
truly a collaboration of many individuals that continued for the duration of the study and
still continues as more analyses are conducted and manuscripts written. In contrast, Tim’s
interaction with the anthropologists on the ‘trial communities’ study was quite limited. Tim
advocated on behalf of the collaboration to other staff and for institutional approval, but felt
the trial communities project lacked established and regular opportunities to discuss
problems, insights, and next steps as the project progressed.4
In a follow-up interview in June 2015, we sat down with a list of questions that Denielle had
drafted about collaborative ethnography in the context of the trial communities project, and
Tim explained what had been his initial interest in the ethnographic research:
The purpose of the [trial communities] study as I saw it was to provide us [medical
researchers] with a better insight into the dynamics between researchers and the
researched. I thought we might be able to explore more what participants in research studies really
understood about research and what they were consenting to. I hoped that perhaps we would
get feedback that would allow for modifications in how we approached people about
participating in the study and how we interacted with participants. I thought we could
all benefit from some critical but constructive feedback. (emphasis added)
As the director of HIV research, Tim saw the ethnographic project as being a way to
improve his study and the other studies for which he was responsible. In the original
research protocol for the ethnography, Tim highlighted the objectives that clearly defined its
usefulness to medical epidemiology: ‘The findings will directly benefit ongoing and planned studies
by KEMRI and CDC and other research programmes in Kenya . . . in particular in the area
of AIDS research and HIV vaccine development. Moreover, their implications will be of use for
medical interventions or trials in similar settings’ (emphasis added).

4
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Tim imagined that the ethnographic project would strengthen the way he and his colleagues
in medicine conducted their research. When Denielle asked Tim if he felt the project had
accomplished these objectives and if it had changed the way he conducted research, he said
it hadn’t. Although there was feedback in 2010 from the principal investigator (a medical
anthropologist), Tim had expected ‘real-time’ feedback so they could make changes during
the trial, which started in 2003 and ended in 2009. He also expected that the published
papers would not be limited to anthropology journals but had imagined publications that
would inform experimental medicine and public health more generally. This didn’t happen
and Tim suggested these represented lost opportunities for real change in medical research
practice.5
Tim felt that he was not treated as an equal partner in the collaboration, nor was he engaged
in any authentic way in the various stages of the trial communities project. There is no
reason that Tim, as a coinvestigator in a collaborative study, couldn’t have participated in the
writing of other papers or drafted the community report for the local partners. Part of the
tension regarding the role and expectations of the coinvestigators was that Tim was both
coinvestigator of the ethnography project and the director of HIV research at the centre,
which made him a research subject to be interviewed by the ethnographic researchers.
Coinvestigators often have full access to all data collected, but concerns that lower-level staff
or participants might not trust the ethnographic team if their interview responses were
shared with Tim meant that Tim was not given access to field notes, audio files, or
transcripts. So, in fact, his ‘collaborative’ role in the ethnographic project was limited to
setting up the study and guiding it through the institutional review boards. Once the study
was started, he was, as he said, ‘provided with occasional updates and [he] supported the
various graduate and postgraduates’ who joined the ethnographic team, a limited role that
left him disappointed about the lack of collaboration.
Although the lone ethnographer is a familiar trope, it certainly was not the expectation, nor
was it the experience that Tim had had with other scientific collaborations in which multiple
coinvestigators worked as a team. When reflecting on the ‘trial communities’ project from
beginning until end, Tim explained that although he was a coinvestigator on the application
that was submitted to the institutional review board in Kenya, he had not been involved in
the development of the project’s funding proposal. The head of the ‘trial communities’ study
had already secured the funding from a UK funder when Tim became involved in the
project, which meant Tim had very little influence in defining the issues that he thought
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needed to be investigated. Thus, although the project purported to be collaborative, it
certainly did not follow the recommended practices for developing shared research agendas
in collaborative research (for instance, as recommended by the National Aboriginal Health
Organization, International Development Research Council, and the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research). Although Tim’s experience may have seemed like an aberration – a
collaborative ethnography that does not follow collaborative research principles – it does
speak to different historical practices in anthropology and epidemiology. Epidemiologists
frequently work with a team of researchers, while anthropologists have historically worked
on their own from beginning to end, making it a lonely experience for many.
Tim noted that he felt that he and the project’s principal investigator also had different
expectations about writing and authorship. 6 Tim explained: ‘I guess collaboration can take
many forms and there can be a greater or lesser degree of collaboration. Certainly when it
came to publications I expected more input . . . maybe not as a coauthor, but to have an
opportunity to review prior to publication. . . . I think most collaborators [and
coinvestigators] in biomedical research are included as coauthors on papers if they have
contributed to the concept, conduct, analysis, or writing up of study’. As a coinvestigator,
Tim felt he should have been more meaningfully involved in the study, especially in
analysing the data and in defining what the publications would focus on and where they
would be published. While he recognized that the degree of collaboration might not warrant
coauthorship and the differences in disciplinary norms regarding coauthorship, he made it
clear that he didn’t feel that an intellectual space had been created that fostered or even
allowed a cooperative, coproduction of knowledge. To return to Holmes and Marcus, Tim
felt that his ‘mode of knowledge’ did not inform the papers in a way that he expected. 7
Further, he stated that he didn’t push to be listed as a coauthor because the use of academic
jargon and the theoretical nature of the publications meant that he barely understood what
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she asked for coauthorship guidelines.
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was being argued.8 This points to a serious misunderstanding in the overall conceptual
framework of the trial communities project. If Tim felt he couldn’t understand the papers,
then it would be difficult to argue that the papers – and the research on which they were
based – were somehow reflective of his mode of knowing.
His observations return us to the question of what collaboration means to different
disciplines. Denielle thinks that part of this problem lies in the fact that we tend to ask
different questions of the worlds we observe. Tim agrees, and explains further: ‘I think in the
context of the “trials study” the objectives of the anthropologists were more of academic
interest to examine the research community and they didn’t contribute to meeting the
objectives of the studies being “observed”’. In other words, Tim suggests that the objectives
of the anthropologists did not contribute to improving clinical trial research and community
engagement in medical research. Given the stigma surrounding HIV and the rapidly
changing field of HIV testing and treatment in Kenya at that time, it seemed imperative to
have a better understanding of what the participating communities thought about the
disease, research in general, and research on HIV, and how these insights could impact the
work that Tim was doing. Perhaps some of the tension stems from the interpretation of the
term ‘trial communities’. In Tim’s mind this meant the focus was the
community/communities where the various HIV and other clinical trials were taking place;
conversely, the anthropologists interpreted this to mean the whole environment of a trial
and all the actors involved in it (including Tim as the principal investigator of the trial under
study). Furthermore, the intent seemed purely to observe; there was no intent to necessarily
‘improve’ or change that community or clinical trial practices.
Marcus (2007, 7) pinpoints the 1986 publication of Writing Culture as the moment when there
was a shift in how anthropologists do research, to a different type of collaboration in which
two ‘others’ come together ‘as epistemic partners’ with a ‘motivated interest in a “third”
other, elsewhere – an object of curiosity, fear, anxiety, or speculation’. Or, in other words,
collaborations are built on a field of intellectual, and perhaps political, mutuality (Gable
2014). In a sense, this is what Tim expected of his work with anthropologists. Tim and the
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only ever sent one of those papers for review and comment prior to publication. As recently as
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principal investigator had identified a third other: concerns about community engagement
and the relationship between researchers and researched. Yet, the anthropology team was
more interested in the everyday work of the research site. The community focus was part of
the larger study (taken up as two separate projects led by graduate students) but the
theoretical interests led the principal investigator to focus on questions about value,
evidence, and labour. This points to one of the frictions in the collaborative encounter
between anthropology and epidemiology: The former is asking ‘how is knowledge
produced?’ and the latter is asking ‘what is the knowledge being produced and how can it be
applied?’ Given the different intellectual stakes, can anthropologists both advance the
theoretical questions they want to ask and fulfil the needs and expectations of their
epidemiologist collaborators?

Irreconcilable interpretations?
Denielle realized in the process of cowriting this essay that a key difference, and perhaps the
source of the misunderstanding between Tim and her, was related to the ways in which they
differently understood the same story or same event. Tim’s perspective on medicine, his
practices in the field, and his particular ethics of medical research with marginalized groups
(he now works with Indigenous communities as the director of the Alaska Native Tribal
Health Consortium) has influenced how Denielle thinks about medical research and medical
researchers in East Africa. Denielle respects his commitment to the work he has done in
HIV trials and his approach to management and his staff, and she admires the way in which
he often pushed back against institutional and disciplinary forces that he thought were unfair
or inequitable. Tim told Denielle stories in Kenya about the CDC’s institutional policies that
unintentionally segregate American workers from Kenyan workers, which she was able to
explore further. From Liberia, Tim shared stories and photographs of the intense
militarization of Ebola treatment and care, which he saw as antithetical to what he had
signed up to do. And in Alaska he voiced frustration over the inadequate engagement of
Alaskan Natives in research in Alaskan Native communities. Tim offered what Denielle saw
as social critiques of institutional and disciplinary structures, reflective of an anthropological
sensibility.
Denielle has taken up and written about these issues, yet, often, when she has sent him
drafts of articles for review prior to submission or presentation, he has disagreed with her
retelling of his anecdotes. Denielle asked him: ‘I see my papers as being fundamentally
informed by the stories you tell me about your field practices. So when you disagree with my
analyses, I’m always confused. Do you have thoughts on this?’ Tim responded: ‘I don’t
necessarily disagree, but sometimes your interpretation of an event comes from a different
perspective, so some interaction or event that I might see at its most basic, face value – “this
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is what happened” – level, you might interpret in the context of hierarchy or roles and
relationship or colonial history, which hadn’t necessarily occurred to me, or, might be
reading more into it than maybe is really the case’. With this response, Tim was suggesting
that perhaps simple human interactions get interpreted by the discipline of anthropology in
ways that may or may not always apply. As a relatively wealthy, white, educated, professional
male working in Kenya, he recognized that race, hierarchy, and privilege pervade so many
interactions, yet he was asking: is there the possibility that there are moments when those
issues do not apply and do not need to get interpreted by the anthropologist and buried in
academic jargon?
But the other issue Tim highlights in this comment is that he thinks sometimes
anthropologists’ (or Denielle’s, to be more specific) analyses make a mountain of a molehill.
Although some epidemiologists have challenged traditional epidemiological methods and
seriously consider socioeconomic factors and context in their analyses of health inequities
(see, for example, Krieger 1999, 1994; Krieger and Smith 2004; Bartley, Smith, and Blane
1997), there are disciplinary differences between much of anthropology and most of
epidemiology in how we understand the production of illness and disease. Ethnographers
are fundamentally trained to think about the historical, political, economic, social, and
cultural contexts of things, peoples, events, and spaces. HIV is never just a virus to an
anthropologist. It is raced, sexed, gendered; it is shaped by capital accumulation, colonialism,
migration, displacement, and violent encounters. Treatments, preventions, and possible
cures are similarly shaped by these forces and histories, and so a clinical trial is never only
medicine in the making, void of context. Tim asserts that it would be inappropriate to think
that epidemiologists are naïve to forces that shape a disease and the response to it. That is
what epidemiology is: the study of what causes disease, who it impacts, when, and how.
However, Tim argues that the field of anthropology may perceive the field of epidemiology
as having a somewhat superficial understanding of a disease, one that relies too heavily on
tables and statistical analysis.

Anthro-speak, epi-speak, and the problem of language
Sometimes anthropologists want to ask different questions from those of their collaborators.
However, to be granted access to a state-run medical research field station and its clinical
trials, anthropologists may be required to ask the same sort of questions as our colleagues in
epidemiology, – to have a shared ‘third other’ in Marcus’s terminology. As Denielle
negotiated access to the PrEP trial, for example, the coinvestigators directed her to revise the
sorts of questions she was asking. In light of the publications that have resulted from the
trial communities project, it seems that the principal investigator may have wanted to ask
different questions (about labour, value, and epistemic communities), but had to sacrifice
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these in order to gain access to the trial (see also Geissler 2013, 2011a, 2011b; Geissler and
Molyneux 2013). Denielle’s work has been guided by an attempt to answer theoretical
questions being debated in social anthropology while also providing answers or helpful
suggestions to epidemiologists on how to do better research. Yet, being able to produce
publications that do both is challenging for anthropologists and epidemiologists. Tim was
surprised by the sorts of publications that resulted from the project and often referred to
those as ‘esoteric and academic’. Although there was an understanding initially that some
papers would be produced that involved more members of the HIV research team, those
have not been written and are unlikely to be written at this point. Tim explains that, given
the demands of the clinical trial and writing of manuscripts, it was certainly not possible to
take a lead on writing any papers regarding the trial communities project, and it would have
been hard to do so given how peripheral he was to that study.
The failure to produce papers that provide clear guidelines on how to improve clinical trials
on the ground and contribute to theoretical debates in social anthropology is not reflective
of effort; Denielle suggest that instead it is indicative of the incommensurability of
epistemology, politics, and language, or at least the tensions among them. Perhaps more than
any other issue, Tim has critiqued what he calls ‘anthro-speak’, by which he means the use of
anthropology-specific jargon and theoretically dense discourse. He grew frustrated with the
research proposal and subsequent papers that spoke of ‘new social imaginaries’; ‘What does
that actually mean?!’ he asked. When Denielle asked Tim what he would do differently,
should he do the project again, he said he would insist on the use of accessible language in
order to facilitate a more cooperative and cocreative process. Next time, he explained, he
would ‘make sure that publications use language that is understandable to the non-anthro
audience if they are to have any impact’.
The question of language is transdisciplinary; medical epidemiologists also write for specialist
audiences, often obscure to both the layperson and specialists from other fields.
Anthropologists who commit to collaborative projects must be willing to ask questions that
are less ‘esoteric and academic’ and medical doctors and epidemiologists also need to be
open to considering questions that situate medicine in broader contexts of structural,
institutional, and pedagogical practices. This is a larger issue of epistemology; it speaks to the
different stakes we have in knowledge production and it acts as a reminder to all researchers
to be cognizant of the ways in which our own writing and discourse may alienate possible
collaborators, general audiences, students, and interlocutors.
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Conclusion
We went back and forth, more than either of us had anticipated, with this essay, trying to
come to a place of agreement. We want to collaborate together and we see collaborations
between anthropologists and epidemiologists as being potentially fruitful and necessary for
addressing social and health inequities in the global setting. Tim ended our conversation with
a funny text message that Denielle thought captured his overall sentiment about our
exchange and his attitude toward anthropologists exploring epidemiology and public health.
He suggested that Denielle ‘hear from P.E.T.E. People for the Ethical Treatment of
Epidemiologists. It’s a growing movement. I’m a founding member’.
Although Tim jokes about P.E.T.E., his comment speaks to how ignored he felt, during the
collaborative ethnographic research in Kenya. Both anthropologists and sociologists have
written about the sense of betrayal expressed by their interlocutors, especially when they are
critical of the structures they work within, such as medicine, clinical trials, and development
projects.9 We share our debates and conversations here in the hope that such honest,
intellectual exchanges will contribute to stronger, more ethical, collaborative engagements in
anthropology, in which collaborators will no longer feel peripheral to or betrayed by the
research process. Our experiences remind us that in spite of decades of discussions and
debates about collaboration, both disciplines fall short and have work to do. A
contemporary, twenty-first-century anthropology must ensure that all collaborators have a
chance to shape the research project at key junctures and are asked to coauthor the results,
and that jargon gives way to a shared language. Within the discipline there seems growing
consensus that collaborative research is ‘morally and ethically necessary’ (Rappaport 2008, 2),
and yet as our experience highlights, the everyday practical reality suggests anthropologists
still must reimagine and reform how we do collaborative anthropology.
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